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Making Gains with Sustainability

F

ew would disagree that 2020 was a challenging year. Amid a pandemic,
businesses had to double down on the health and safety of their employees,
their workplaces, their finances, and their tenacity to survive. Priorities
changed and evolved as the pandemic changed and evolved. The learning
curve was steep, adaptation was paramount, and redefining normal
was a moving target. Although the pandemic will one day become a distant
memory, protecting our people and the environment in which we live and work
remains a pressing priority.
In our industry, mitigating risk from a variety of possible threats is a critical element
of business planning. As a leading underground utility repair and restoration company,
and an essential service provider, we have a well-developed business continuity
plan in place. Effective strategies have enabled Ontario Excavac (OE) to provide
uninterrupted services to our customers while addressing the unique requirements of
operating during a pandemic. At the same time, OE continues to invest in the latest
clean technology. With more people working and schooling from home than ever
before, our whisper quiet next generation trucks are an important asset when working
in densely populated communities.
We are proud to be leading the way with sustainable practices. Ontario’s new soil
regulation (406/19) has put additional emphasis on the safe disposal of excavated
soils. Our on-premises soil disposal and recycling facility is ECA approved and fully
compliant with all regulations. All waste is tested against
industry best practices to ensure compliance with soil
standards. Although some operators may have found
TH R EE L ES S O N S O F 2020:
the new regulations an additional burden, for OE, it was
business as usual.
We continue to proactively measure the positive impact
Humans are uniquely adaptable in the face of
we are having on climate change. However, our industry
adversity: Learning how to work remotely without
(like many others) struggles to develop a consistent meadisadvantaging the business and our customer relationsurement framework. Some companies are not measuring
ships was a major shift in our everyday operations.
at all while others are over reporting without clear targets,
metrics, and data. The pandemic has underscored the need
Hardship brings growth and innovation
for a holistic approach to sustainability that also includes a
beyond what we may think is achievable:
safe and healthy work environment, diversity and inclusion,
The required physical distancing in the work environand effective leadership and governance – because peoment led to further refining our sequential workflow
ple, prosperity, and the planet are inextricably linked.
model that accelerated productivity by eliminating wait
The following pages highlight OE’s sustainable practictimes and saved our customers money.
es to protect our environment. I hope you enjoy reading
our 2020 Report.
Priorities come into sharper focus and are
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Sincerely,
Barry Wood
President & CEO

Ontario Excavac 2020 Sustainability Report
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often different than we expect: Having a fully
developed business continuity plan ensured resiliency of
our business model as we continued to pivot, adapt, and
respond quickly and effectively as the pandemic evolved.
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COVID-19 Response

T
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Our Vision and Values
Ontario Excavac has built its reputation on providing exceptional
customer service while ensuring sustainable environmental practices
in all our operations. Simply put, we believe in leaving every job,
site, and experience better than how we found it.

he challenge that Canadians have been facing
with COVID-19 is unprecedented, perhaps
equivalent to the breadth of challenges faced
by Canadians in World War Two. A new normal
in business operations has emerged that relies
on responsiveness, resiliency, and promptly
implementing the appropriate actions necessary to
keep each other safe and healthy. The health and safety
of our employees, their families, our customers, and our
communities continues to be our top priority.
OE has been serving the GTA community for 25 years.
We take pride in the work that we do and in our safe
work procedures. As the COVID-19 outbreak continues
to shift and evolve, we remain vigilant, making timely
adaptations to our policies and procedures in view of
Public Health recommendations and directives.
As an essential services provider during the pandemic, we have taken numerous steps in our workplace to
counter the threat of Covid-19. Some of these steps
are described immediately below. We continue to think
ahead about how additional safe work protocols form a
key part of daily activities for our business and working
with our customers safely. For example, how will we
protect unvaccinated people in the workplace from
becoming infected or infecting others?

We have responded with strong action. This
includes updating our Safe Job Procedures focused
on Covid-19 to include:

Vision
Collaborating with forwardthinking companies, lead
sustainable advancement
of underground utilities
construction and renewal.
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Core Values

•

Ability to Work Pre-screening Questionnaire

•

Job Site Safety Assessment Protocol – COVID-19

•

Rotating work schedules

•

Physical distancing a minimum of 2 metres

Innovative: Forward thinking, continually striving for
improvement, executing with focus and agility

•

Supply and use of disinfectants to sanitize truck
interiors and equipment

Respect: Inclusive, committed to a diverse, caring,
safe, and healthy workplace

•

Supply and use of protective face masks
and shields

•

Daily clothing changes including gloves

Engaged: Value-focused, solution- driven, connected
with customers to help them Get More Out
Accountable: Societally responsible, robust sustainable
environmental practices, always acting ethically

In addition to our COVID 19 safe work
procedures, we have:
•

Instituted mandatory mask wearing inside the
facility at all times

•

Increased frequency of sanitizing high touch
points in the office

•

Installed door stops on high traffic doors
to keep them propped open

•

Placed directional arrows to control pedestrian traffic

•

Upgraded HVAC filters to HEPA and increased
frequency of replacement of these filters

•

Installed special filtration equipment

•

Installed a wall thermometer for mandatory
temperature checks daily

•

Office employees who can work from home
will continue to do so to limit the number of
employees in the office area at one time

As proud Canadians, we strive to take
care of each other. It is clear that businesses
have a significant role to play during the
pandemic and many have stepped up to help
others in need and less fortunate.
In response to the call for supplies, Ontario Excavac
donated N95 masks to Covenant House and safety
glasses to Simcoe Terrace Retirement Centre so that
they could continue to perform great work safely in the
early days of the pandemic.
We are extremely grateful to all the people on the
frontline of the COVID-19 battle, for their selfless
dedication in looking after our loved ones and helping
to keep our communities safe. We will get through this
crisis together and emerge even stronger than before.
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Highlights of our Satisfaction Survey

C

ustomer feedback is important to us. We
value an open dialogue with our customers so
that we can provide the best service possible.
In 2020, we implemented our first annual
online customer survey. We had a tremendous
response. Customers provided valuable
feedback about how we are delivering on our promise
to leave every job, site and experience better than how
we found it.
Our customers told us that safety, responsiveness,
and sustainability were the three most important factors
when choosing a hydrovac provider. We are thrilled
that our customers have rated Ontario Excavac extremely
high on all three measures. Our award-winning safety
record, our on-premises soil recycling facility and our
LEAN thinking are behind the numbers that make up
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our truly satisfied customers. But we won’t stop there.
Our customers also told us that our focus on delivering
the lowest overall cost, while lauded, is still a concept
that is new to some. We will continue to improve all
our services by eliminating non-value-added activities,
increasing productivity, and saving our customers time and
money. This is our LEAN Savings Guarantee.
We also included a Net Promoter question in our
survey. A net promoter score is considered the gold
standard of customer experience metrics. It is used by
millions of businesses to measure and track how they are
perceived by their customers. We asked: How likely is it
that you would recommend Ontario Excavac to a friend
or colleague? Our customers told us that they would
not hesitate to recommend us. We are delighted that our
net promoter score far surpasses industry standards.

Satisfaction Highlights

Ontario’s Excess Soils
Regulation 406/19
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Safety

Safe Soil Disposal
and Recycling

Lowest Overall
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75

31
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Sustainable
Environmental Practices

Very satisfied

On January 1, 2021, the Ontario Government introduced a new regulation under the Environmental Protection Act that is intended to ensure that excavated
soil is beneficially reused when possible and that
contaminated soil does not find its way onto otherwise
clean sites. Our industry has a great responsibility to
help protect our communities and our environment
and plays an important role in ensuring the regulations
are followed. For many, the new regulation brings
increased risk and liability. Whomever orders the work
is now responsible for the proper disposition of
excavated soils.
Fortunately for OE, it is business as usual. We are
Ontario's only hydrovac and utilities services company
offering our customers complete and compliant, endto-end service including our on-premises soil disposal,
processing, and recycling facility. Our customers can
rest assured that excavated soils are not only disposed
of properly, but liquid waste is recycled and reused
to benefit the environment.
We understand the approvals, designations, criteria,
and exemptions. Our 2.5-hectare hydrovac waste dis-
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posal and processing site is approved by the Ministry of
the Environment and fully complies with Ontario environmental regulations. All waste is tested against industry
best practices to ensure compliance with soil standards.
We have recently started to recycle additional
dry excavated materials such as concrete and asphalt,
with over 85% of the original material going to the
remediation of land.

Our customers can rest
assured that excavated soils are
not only disposed of properly,
but liquid waste is recycled and
reused to benefit the environment.
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Next Generation Fleet
Ontario Excavac operates one of Canada’s biggest
and newest fleets. Our NextGen hydrovacs are whisper
quiet, optimized for fuel and operating efficiencies,
and fully MTO compliant to address the challenges of
climate change, urban settings, sensitive environments,
and extreme cold-weather conditions.

>45%
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total carbon emissions reduction:
>30% + 15% from central GTA location
and hydrovac truck light weighting

10dB
(decibel) noise reduction with
next generation fleet
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>30

%

carbon emissions reduction
with central GTA location

2/3

of fleet will be Next
Generation within 5 years

15

%

38
hydrovac
trucks
2021

carbon reduction with each
NextGen hydrovac truck from
light weighting
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We are doing our part to
contribute to the Government of
Canada's commitment to reduce
green house gas emissions by 30%
below 2005 levels by 2030.

<6

years is the average
age of fleet

1
hydrovac
truck
1996
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Diverse and Sustainable Services

S

ince 1996, we have been steadily expanding
our suite of services beyond hydro excavation.
Hydrovac excavation is the go-to approach for
safe, fast, and damage-free soil removal using
a combination of high-pressure water and
high-flow vacuums. Non-mechanical
and non-destructive, hydrovac technology is widely
recognized for its safety and cost benefits while

Hydro Excavation
•

Precise, small excavations of soils through
the use of pressurized water and high-flow
vacuums to safely expose underground utilities, dig trenches and remove materials

protecting underground infrastructure using fast
and precise digging, minimizing soil removal and
environmental impact.
However, beyond digging, OE provides a broad range
of services to repair, renew and restore underground
utilities, for both hard and soft surfaces. Our comprehensive suite of services, modern carbon reducing
equipment, and the latest technology includes:

Inspections and GPS Mapping
•

Non-destructive method of locating underground utility lines to prevent damage
during excavation

•

Precise GPS mapping of the location of the
underground plant

Specialty Services-Water
•

Water box, water lateral, curb stop repair
and replacements

•

Trenchless water main cleaning, camera
inspection and assessment, spot
structural and non-structural protective
polymer coating that extends the useful
life of water mains
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Site Preparation & Restoration
•

Use of Alternative Locate Agreements (ALA)
to speed commencement of work

•

Road cutting and mechanical excavation

•

Shoring and excavation security

•

Full site restoration including hard and soft
surface renewal
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Specialty Services-Gas
•

Emergency response to assist with gas line
squeeze-off or shutdown

•

Cut off at main, amp riser replacement, cross
bore and live stub investigation and repair

•

Shoring, fencing and site make-safe

•

Dry soils processing for utility stations
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Addressing Climate Change

W

e believe that doing what’s right for the
environment shouldn’t cost you more.
Embedding sustainable environmental
practices and LEAN thinking into every
decision we make is just how we go
about our business.
We focus on exceeding customers' expectations
on three key pillars of our operations: Safety, Sustainability and Savings. Our unwavering dedication to
our customers makes Ontario Excavac leaders in the
industry and the go-to choice for providing environmentally responsible, sustainability-focused services
to the underground utility sector.

Strong Safety Culture
10

Ontario Excavac’s highly experienced and skilled
workforce of 90, is extensively trained in safe work
procedures. OE validates compliance with regular
field audits. In 2020, we were awarded Excavator of
the Year – Electric by the ORCGA and we were a
UCA safety award winner for the 4th year in a row.

Our customers have told us how important safety
is on the job. We could not agree more. Our
COR certification and A-level Green performer rating with
ISNetworld makes us Ontario’s top-rated contractor.

A Leader in Sustainability
OE is the only hydro excavator in the GTA with its own
94,000 sq. ft. facility housing the OE fleet and our soil
processing and recycling plant. All the hydrovac waste
generated in our daily work is recycled for reuse into
water, silts, clays, and aggregates. Nothing we collect
through our daily work goes to landfill. Our hydrovac
waste disposal and processing site is approved by the
Ministry of the Environment and fully complies with Ontario environmental regulations. All materials are tested
to ensure compliance with provincial soil regulations.
We have recently started to recycle additional excavated
materials such as concrete and asphalt, with over 85%
of the original material going to the remediation of land.
Our fuel-efficient, whisper-quiet, next-generation
hydrovacs are designed to be powerful, yet quiet,

Our continuous commitment to safety also includes:
•

Zero days lost to injury in the last 4 years

•

Extensive safety training and orientation for
new operators and refresher courses

•

Field Safety Compliance Officer ensures
through regular field audits that safe job
procedures are being fully complied with

•

Registered A-level GREEN performer
with ISNetworld®

•

COR certified through IHSA accreditation for our
ongoing safety training, standards, and practices
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We are striving to process
100% of all the hydrovac waste we
receive and recycle it into
materials ready for valued reuse.

the dig site. We can excavate at a distance of up to 900
feet from our hydrovac trucks – an industry record – to
help protect sensitive environments.
Our commitment to protecting the environment
also extends to everyday operational practices:
•
•
•

We capture and divert rainwater from our
roof for reuse within our plant
We use high efficiency LED lighting throughout
our facility, cutting down on energy consumption
We repurpose the exhausted warm air to heat
our outside operations in the winter

LEAN Savings Guarantee
OE works with customers to strip out nonvalue-added activity, resulting in the lowest overall cost of service. LEAN thinking
focuses on eliminating waste, continuous
work flows and process improvements. We
develop effective sequential work flow
processes and then constantly improve them
by looking for waste in the process. Cost
savings are passed back to the customer through
productivity and volume rebates.
The results are impressive:
•
•
•

50% composite crew productivity gains
30% reduction in daily transportation
100% increase in amp replacements per day,
per crew to original plan

We’re proving what is good for the environment, is
good for business. Our successful business model
focuses on three pillars: Safety, Sustainability and
Savings. Our customers Get More Out in less time,
at less cost, with less risk than the competition.

1. Safety
•

We are award-winning leaders in safe
work practices

•

Our customer business model prioritizes
risk mitigation

2. Sustainability
•

We are leaders in sustainable environmental
practices

•

We are the only utility services company with
an on-premise soil recycling facility, saving our
customers time and money

•

All waste is recycled for beneficial reuse

3. Savings
•

We embed LEAN thinking into all our operations
and workflow, resulting in greater productivity,
less waste and savings that are passed back to
our customers

No job is too big or too small to apply
LEAN thinking to:
reducing noise and air pollution. Our convenient,
Central GTA location means that trucks are on the
road for less time – reducing our carbon emissions.
In addition, our custom fleet is equipped with the latest
hydrovac technology for safe, fast and damage-free
excavation. Half of our hydrovac fleet uses vegetable
oil as the hydraulic lubricant.
Ontario Excavac’s full site restoration services ensure
precision excavation that is non-destructive, with lower
noise, air pollution and lower carbon emissions. We
specialize in keyhole, trenchless and other minimally
invasive underground repairs to minimize damage to

•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate non-value-added activity (waste)
to save our customers time and money
Standardize safe work procedures to make
projects flow cost-effectively
Increase productivity
Focus on continuous flow and improvement
Ensure sustainable and ethical environmental
practices every step of the way
Get More Out at less cost, with less risk, in
less time, using less resources
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Sustainability Snapshot
Dedication to Safety

Productivity and Value

We care about our customers, the public, and our staff. We have the track record that shows we never
compromise on safety.

We view value through the eyes of our customers. We strip out non-value-added activity for the lowest
cost of service while maintaining the highest quality. We ensure that the right resources are working on
the right activity.

A Level Green
ISNetworld and COR Certified
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100%

0
Top Safety Rated Contractor

Employee Safety Training

Lost Days in 4 Years

Protecting the Environment
We care about the environment we live in and work in. We believe that sustainable environment practices
are the most cost-effective solutions now and for the future.

21,000,000
Litres of Water Recycled and Reused (that's 9 Olympic-sized swimming pools!)

> 20

%

Reduction in Carbon Footprint

112,779
Tonnes of Gravel, Sand & Clay Diverted from Landfill (that's
equal to one fully loaded U.S. Navy aircraft carrier!)
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135

50

%

Productivity Gains with Sequential Workflow Model

75

%

reduction in unscheduled
hydrovac maintenance
downtime

40 >10
%

Reduction in Daily
Transportation

%

Savings on Total Daily
Costs Passed Back to
Customers

Community Engagement
As a socially responsible company, Ontario Excavac
is an active member of the Vaughan community where
its corporate head office is located. OE strives to
positively impact the lives of people every day and is
a major supporter of the Mackenzie Health Foundation, SickKids Foundation, St. Joseph’s Health Centre
Foundation and a platinum sponsor of Canada’s Great
Kitchen Party.

OE is a VIP sponsor of the Enbridge United Way Golf
Tournament and continues to be a major sponsor and
supporter of the Enbridge Ride to Conquer Cancer.
In 2020, Ontario Excavac and its employees also
supported the Daily Bread Food Bank, Movember and
the United Way.

Tonnes of Reclaimed Sand
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Leadership Team
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Barry Wood, President & Chief Executive Officer

Malcolm Robertson, Director, Customer Sales & Services

Barry joined Ontario Excavac in 2013. With a successful
background in businesses ranging from manufacturing
to distribution and services, finance, and acquisitions.
Barry is a recognized leader in implementing continuous
improvement (“CI”) and LEAN enterprise practices.
He has introduced several CI initiatives focused on
delivering enhanced services to customers. Barry is a
Director of the Utility Contractors Association and was
the founding chair of the Hydrovac Alliance of Ontario.

Since 2010, Malcolm has dedicated his role at Ontario
Excavac to continually exceeding customer expectations. Tasked with the responsibility to effectively plan,
organize and schedule client projects, Malcolm ensures
that the strictest safety standards are a top priority, that
work is executed effectively and completely, and that
OE customers are happy with the results.

Brett Tye, Director, Fleet & Operations
Brett brings over twenty years of industry experience
to Ontario Excavac. He is a natural problem solver for
customers and can get even the most difficult jobs
done efficiently and cost-effectively. Brett has customdesigned OE’s hydrovacs, making them safer and easier
to operate in winter conditions. He has enhanced the
hydrovacs’ operating effectiveness and speed, while at
the same time, lowered noise and exhaust emissions.

Grace Meade, Director, Human Resources and Health & Safety
Grace is focused on strengthening a company culture
of highly engaged, forward-thinking, and enthusiastic
employees who are committed to providing exceptional
service. Grace ensures that OE’s Health and Safety
Program follows the Ministry of Labour acts and
regulations and that employee training is up to date.
She is a Certified Human Resources Leader (CHRL),
has a Human Resources Management Certificate from
Humber College and is certified through IHSA as a COR
Internal Auditor and an ISO9001:2015 Internal Auditor.
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Richard Rulli, Director, Finance
Since 2017, Richard has been a member of the finance
team, managing the day-to-day financial operations
at Ontario Excavac. With 15 years of industry-related
experience, Richard is responsible for producing timely
and accurate financial information and reporting for
Ontario Excavac and its stakeholders. Richards holds a
CPA CGA designation.

Chris Penic, Senior Manager, Customer Relationships
Specializing in water and gas services, Chris is committed to working with customers to find the most costeffective solution for their projects while planning a
workflow that maximizes time spent on a productive job
site. Chris brings a background in Business Management, Financial Services and has continued his education in construction project management, procurement,
zoning, and building regulations.

Ken Ripley, Senior Manager, Operations
Ken joined Ontario Excavac in 2018 bringing more
than twenty years of experience working on water main
projects with several municipalities across Ontario. At
OE, Ken is focused on managing water-based projects
for ClearLine, OE’s exclusive water main condition
assessment and renewal technology. Ken is certified
through IHSA as a COR Internal Auditor.
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Ontario Excavac Inc.
550 Bowes Rd. Vaughan,
Ontario L4K 1K2

Phone: (416) 749-0005
www.ontarioexcavac.ca

